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Abstract. The workflow of extracting features from images using con-
volutional neural networks (CNN) and generating captions with recur-
rent neural networks (RNN) has become a de-facto standard for image
captioning task. However, since CNN features are originally designed for
classification task, it is mostly concerned with the main conspicuous el-
ement of the image, and often fails to correctly convey information on
local, secondary elements. We propose to incorporate coding with vector
of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) on spatial pyramid for CNN
features of sub-regions in order to generate image representations that
better reflect the local information of the images. Our results show that
our method of compact VLAD coding can match CNN features with as
little as 3% of dimensionality and, when combined with spatial pyramid,
it results in image captions that more accurately take local elements into
account.
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1 Introduction
Image captioning task has gained unprecedented attention with successful ap-
plication of convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural net-
works (RNN), especially long short-term memory (LSTM) units [1,2,3,4,5]. Such
pipeline of extracting features from images using CNN, and mapping the repre-
sentation to ground truth captions using RNN or LSTM has become a de-facto
standard, employed by most recent works on image captioning task. With the
current standard of CNN-LSTM pipeline, the novelty can come from either rep-
resentation part (CNN), or learning and generation part (LSTM). We tackle the
former part in this paper.
While CNN provides a powerful yet relatively compact representation of the
image, it is noteworthy that CNNs are originally trained for classification of
objects, with the goal of correctly identifying mostly a single, main object in the
image. In image captioning task, however, it is frequently necessary to account
not only for main objects in the image, but also for local, secondary objects.
Although CNN mostly results in correct captioning with regards to the main
object, it frequently comes up with incorrect captioning for local, secondary
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Fig. 1. Example of incorrectly captioned local objects using conventional approach
objects, as shown in Figure 1. This is somewhat natural in a sense that, as
explained above, CNNs were originally trained for classification of main objects
in the image.
In this paper, we introduce a novel application of spatial pyramid VLAD
coding to CNN features at different sub-region levels, in order to generate more
locally robust representation, and furthermore, more accurate captioning. VLAD
has been popular coding method for compactly representing images from a large-
scale dataset. However, its drawback of discarding spatial information has also
been pointed out. In order to compensate for this drawback while preserving
compact representation of VLAD, spatial pyramid VLAD has been suggested,
and we employ it to CNN features.
In the conventional approach, CNN features are extracted from the image in
its entirety without explicitly dealing with local objects. On the other hand, in
our model, CNN features are extracted from a large number of bounding boxes
from sub-regions proposed by selective search, which are mostly oriented towards
local objects. This way, features are extracted not only from the entire image,
but from each object or region whose importance is likely to be neglected in the
conventional way.
We then cluster the CNN features into a number of codewords, and per-
form VLAD coding using the codewords. Such coding results in very compact
representation of images, as little as 3% of the CNN features, and yet shows com-
parable performances. We then implement VLAD coding at different regions of
different levels, thus implementing spatial pyramid VLAD so that the spatial
information of the features extracted can be preserved. By doing so, we generate
captions that more accurately and frequently account for local elements of the
image that have been overlooked.
We optimize our method with various settings to investigate the influence of
parameters and to find the best-performing combination. We also compare our
method to previous works, as well as combining our method with conventional
approach. Experimental results show that our method can more accurately and
frequently account for local objects than the conventional approach, frequently
providing more details than even human-written ground truth captions.
Our main contributions comprise 1) showing that VLAD coding of CNN
features from sub-regions can represent the images far more compactly than
CNN features from the whole image, 2) combining it with spatial pyramid to
account for spatial information, and 3) applying it to image captioning task to
accomplish generation of more accurate and locally robust captions.
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Fig. 2. Examples of object detections using RCNN. Although it works well for objects
present in 200 classes in the dataset (e.g. cat in the image on the left-hand side), it
frequently fails to detect objects that are not present in the dataset (e.g. toilet, bathtub,
window in the image on the right-hand side not detected).
2 Related Work
A majority of recent work on image captioning task have been dominated by the
usage of convolutional and recurrent neural networks for feature extraction and
caption generation respectively, although with substantial variations.
Inspired by statistical machine translation, Vinyals et al. [2] built a model
in which the encoder RNN for source sentences is replaced by CNN features of
images. LSTM was employed as a generative RNN of non-linear function. This
workflow of feature extraction using CNN followed by caption generation using
LSTM builds a foundation upon which most recent image captioning works are
based.
Xu et al. [3] took a similar workflow, but introduced attention-based model
using standard back-propagation techniques, which learns to update the saliency
while generating corresponding words.
Donahue et al. [4] expanded the CNN-LSTM architecture to activity recog-
nition and video recognition by building long-term recurrent convolutional net-
works (LRCNs). Time-varying inputs are processed by CNN whose outputs are
fed to a stack of LSTMs.
Fang et al. [5] took a more linguistically inspired approach by training vi-
sual detectors for words with multiple instance learning, which learns to extract
nouns, verbs, and adjectives from regions in the image. Maximum-entropy lan-
guage model generates a set of candidates, which are re-ranked by sentence-level
features and deep multimodal similarity model. Our model differs from this work
in that we explicitly take local objects into consideration rather than approxi-
mating from multiple instances.
Most of the above-mentioned works have represented images with CNN fea-
tures extracted from the whole image, usually without paying explicit attention
to local objects. In that regard, Johnson et al. [6] show similar motivation with
our work. They introduced DenseCap, which attempts to localize the regions
in the image and incorporate it into captioning. However, their dense localiza-
tion layer is trained on a dataset whose construction process is highly costly,
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with manual box-setting and labelling on crowdsourcing. Our method does not
involve any manual labelling, and can work with any existing dataset.
Karpathy et al. [1] exploited multimodal RNN to generate descriptions of
image regions, aided by the alignment model of CNN over image regions and
bidirectional RNN over sentences, which are intermingled via a multimodal em-
bedding. This model also does not explicitly take local regions into representa-
tion, and instead relies on region convolutional neural network (RCNN) [7] to
detect objects. However, since RCNN model is fine-tuned on only 200 classes of
objects on PASCAL dataset [8], it frequently fails to detect objects present in
the image if those objects are not in the object classes of the dataset. Figure 2
shows examples of object detection using RCNN. On the other hand, since our
model relies on selective search for object detection and region proposal, it is
not limited by the number of object classes in the training dataset.
Vector of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) was first introduced by Je-
gou et al. [9], as an efficient model to compactly represent images in a large-
scale dataset, and has been a popular coding method for images, along with
Fisher Vector [10]. They used the simple L2 normalization method for nor-
malizing VLAD descriptors. Arandjelovic et al. [11] demonstrated that intra-
normalization and recording multiple VLADs for an image, along with vocabu-
lary adaptation, can further enhance the performance of VLAD.
As a method to approximate global non-invariant geometric statistics, Lazeb-
nik et al. [12] introduced spatial pyramid matching technique, a simple extension
of bag-of-features representation, in which histograms for local features are ag-
gregated in each sub-region.
Although spatial pyramid can find useful global features from each level,
it has been reported to be weak at high geometric variability, necessitating a
combination with invariant features. On the other hand, VLAD coding is usually
performed on locally invariable descriptors, such as SIFT, yet it does not preserve
spatial information. In order to compensate for these mutual weaknesses, Zhou
et al. [13] introduced spatial pyramid VLAD, which combines the two. This
technique will play a central role in the method introduced in our paper.
Sanchez et al. [14] showed a far simpler approach for taking spatial infor-
mation into account, by simply incorporating the coordinate information into
the feature vector and augmenting it. We will also examine this approach and
compare it to our model in Section 4.
Some previous works [15,16,17] have applied similar methods to ours by ex-
tracting deep activation features from local patches at multiple scales, and coding
them with VLAD or Fisher Vector. However, previous works mainly dealt with
scene classification, texture recognition, and object classification, in which the
necessity for explicitly dealing with local objects and spatial information is less
pronounced. On the contrary, image captioning task requires that local objects
be very clearly reflected in the captions, which we manage by novel application
of spatial pyramid matching to region-level CNN features. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first to apply such workflow to image captioning
task.
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3 Model
In this section, we describe each stage of our workflow, starting with region-based
feature extraction using selective search, and ending with caption generation
using LSTM. Pictorial description of the overall workflow of our model is shown
in Figure 3.
3.1 Region-Based Feature Extraction
We first obtain a set of region proposals from images, using selective search
[18]. Selective search starts by superpixel segmentation, and then proceeds with
hierarchical grouping of regions in a bottom-up manner, in which neighbouring
regions are combined iteratively. We used the “fast mode” of selective search,
in which HSV and Lab colorspaces are employed, and other measures, such as
size of region and similarity between neighbouring regions, are also taken into
consideration. As was discussed in Section 2, the largest benefit of using selected
search is that it is not limited by the number of object classes, which was the
case for object detection using RCNN and other object detection methods based
on datasets.
We then extract CNN features from all regions proposed by selective search.
The rationale behind extracting CNN features from region proposals is that,
since regions now tightly encompass particular objects, CNN features from the
regions will be highly representative of that particular object. The motivation for
feature extraction from all regions instead of running non-maximum suppression
and reducing the number of regions consists mainly of two reasons. First, as we
will see later, CNN features will go through spatial coding, in which case an
insufficient amount of region samples can cause data sparsity problem. Second,
it is intuitive that conspicuous objects will have multiple proposals of different
sizes, so that the influence of such objects will remain strong even after coding,
and are likely to be reflected in captions.
Until recently, extracting CNN features from all region proposals would have
been an impractical idea due to time issue. However, recent releases of high-
speed, region-based variation of CNN, such as Fast-RCNN [19], have made the
idea feasible. Although Fast-RCNN was originally designed for detection task,
we took advantage of it to perform high-speed feature extraction. Instead of
provided network models trained for detection task, we used the model trained
for classification on ImageNet [20], specifically VGG network [21], and extracted
4096-dimensional features from the second fully-connected (fc7) layer.
3.2 VLAD Coding
Since we will eventually have to perform VLAD coding of the features separately
on each grid of spatial pyramid, 4096-dimensions will be too large and even
redundant. We thus performed dimensionality reduction with PCA on CNN
features extracted from the regions. We trained the PCA with features of 250k
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Fig. 3. Overall workflow of our model.
randomly sampled regions, and separately performed reduction to 128, 256, 512,
and 1024-dimensions.
We then performed codeword learning with K-means. The number of clus-
ters included 1, 2, 4, 8, 64. Centroids were initialized with K-means++ [22], as
random Gaussian initialization resulted in skewed clustering.
Based on the codewords learned using K-means, we perform the VLAD cod-
ing on CNN features obtained after PCA, with signed square rooting normal-
ization as in [23]. Dimensionality of the resulting vector at this point will be
the dimensionality of CNN features obtained after PCA times the number of
clusters.
3.3 Spatial Pyramid
Although VLAD encoding is known to perform well on preserving locally invari-
ant features, it is at the cost of discarding spatial information. Previous works
have thus proposed Spatial Pyramid VLAD, in which VLAD coding is performed
at multiple levels of different sizes, going from coarse to fine sub-regions, inspired
by spatial pyramid matching.
In order to determine which grid a region belongs to, we simply locate the
center of the region. An alternative would be to assign a region to all overlapping
grids. However, our examination of the alternative resulted in grids not being
much different from each other, and thus not discriminative enough. This may
be attributed to the fact that many conspicuous elements in the images are
frequently large in size, thus occupying multiple grids, and consequently making
the grids all similar. We thus resorted to the center of the region for its grid
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assignment, as it is also more concurrent with our initial motivation of preserving
local information.
Since previous works [12] have reported that levels beyond three obtain only
an insignificant amount of improvement at the cost of enlarged dimensions, we
also set our spatial pyramid at three levels; 1× 1, 2× 2, and 3× 1 (left, middle,
right). Thus, using up to second level of the pyramid will result in representations
of the image at 5 different sizes or locations, and up to third level will have
representations at 8 different sizes or locations per image.
3.4 Caption Generation
Since the main motivation of this paper is to tackle the representation part of
the image captioning process, we generally follow the conventional approach for
caption generation part, applying LSTM to our representation of the images and
ground truth annotations. So-called “vanilla” architecture for LSTM was used
[24]. Word vectors were trained with random initialization, and sigmoid func-
tion is used for non-linearity throughout all gates except along with hyperbolic
tangent for memory cell update. The number of iterations was fixed to 35,000
in all experiments, and beam size of 1 was used.
4 Experiment
4.1 Setting
We apply our method to de-facto standard dataset for image captioning task,
namely MS COCO [25]. Train, validation, and test split add up to roughly
160,000 images, and running selective search on the entire dataset resulted in
61.3M region proposals, roughly 385 regions per image, including the entire
image itself. Thus, each cell in spatial pyramid, except for 1× 1, contains 96 to
128 sub-regions on average. Starting from these region proposals, we follow the
procedures described in Section 3 to generate captions.
We compare the performance of our proposed model with that of baseline, in
which 4096-dimensional CNN features are extracted from the entire image, and
are then inserted to LSTM as input with no further preprocessing.
4.2 Parameter Validation
One issue with spatial pyramid VLAD coding with CNN is that there are a
number of factors to consider that can potentially contribute to a large increase
in dimensionality of the final representation; namely, dimensionality of reduced
CNN features, number of clusters (codewords), and level of pyramid. Even if
performance increases, excessively high dimensionality would be impractical. We
would thus like to take into consideration an appropriate tradeoff between perfor-
mance and dimensionality throughout our experiment, and performed a number
of validations to set up appropriate parameters.
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Table 1. Performances on BLEU with varying dimensionalities of CNN features after
PCA (1 cluster, no spatial pyramid)
Dimension BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
128 59.3 39.3 25.4 16.9
256 59.3 39.4 25.5 17.0
512 51.2 30.8 17.9 10.9
1024 48.0 25.4 13.2 7.8
Table 2. Performances on BLEU with varying number of clusters (256 dimension, no
spatial pyramid)
Clusters BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
1 59.3 39.4 25.5 16.9
2 58.7 38.8 24.9 16.3
4 60.7 41.0 27.3 18.4
8 57.7 36.4 22.5 14.6
64 46.4 25.0 10.4 4.4
We first examined the influence of dimensionality of the CNN features after
PCA, ceteris paribus. The number of codewords was fixed to 1, and spatial
pyramid was not employed (or, to put it in a different way, only 1 × 1 grid
was applied). We varied the dimensionality of CNN features as 128, 256, 512,
and 1024, to which VLAD coding was applied with one cluster. The original
dimensionality of CNN features prior to PCA, which is 4096, was not employed
since it will cause the the final representation to be impractically large, when
combined with multiple clusters and spatial pyramid.
Secondly, we examined the influence of the number of clusters, ceteris paribus.
Dimensionality of the CNN features was fixed to 256, which achieved the best
performance in the first validation, and spatial pyramid was not employed. We
varied the number of clusters as 1, 2, 4, 8, and 64, with which VLAD coding was
performed upon 256-dimensional CNN features.
Table 1 shows the performances of our model with various dimensionality of
CNN features after PCA, using BLEU [26] as evaluation metric. Notably, lower
dimensionality outperforms higher ones by a considerable margin. This may ini-
tially come as a surprise, but it makes sense with scrupulous inspection of our
pipeline. Note that CNN features in our method are extracted from small regions
suggested by selective search, which mostly contain objects at a large scale, as
opposed to the “whole” images containing various objects and components at
varying scales. Thus, much fewer dimensionality is needed to correctly classify
and represent the objects, as compact as 128. Furthermore, since clusters are
obtained from these features, less compact representation with high dimension-
ality is likely to result in noisy clusters, consequently leading to noisy VLAD
coding, which negatively affects the accuracy of captions.
Surprisingly, 256-dimensional coded representation, even with only one clus-
ter and no spatial pyramid, resulted in best performance, almost equal to the
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performance of 4096-dimensional CNN features used in conventional image cap-
tioning task. Further-reducing the dimensionality to 128 resulted in very slight
decrease, but still comparable to 256-dimension features and CNN features, de-
spite being only 1/32 of its size. This demonstrates that VLAD coding of CNN
features from region proposals contains highly discriminative ability, while being
very compact.
Table 2 shows the performances of our model with various numbers of clus-
ters. The differences in performance between lower number of clusters are rela-
tively small, while larger number with 64 clusters noticeably degrades the perfor-
mance. Similarly to the case of dimensionality, a large number of clusters results
in sparse clustering, where many clusters end up with no vector assigned to it. In
fact, inspecting the resulting VLAD-coded vectors with 64 clusters shows that
it contains a large number of zeros, which must have become noise and hindered
the learning. Increasing the number of iterations is likely to improve the per-
formance to similar levels as lower numbers of clusters, but it indicates that its
convergence is much slower.
Although using only one or two clusters resulted in high performances as well,
it would not be much different from average pooling, and would thus not utilize
the benefit of VLAD coding to full extent. Thus, in the following experiments
for comparison to previous works, we mostly proceed with the combination of
256-dimensional CNN features, 4 or 8 clusters, and spatial pyramid of level 2 or
3, although the results from a few other combinations will also be reported for
reference.
4.3 Additional Setup 1: Feature Augmentation
In object detection and classification literature, some alternatives to spatial pyra-
mids have been proposed. We examine one of such proposals in order to examine
whether, and to what extent, local information can be preserved without using
spatial pyramids.
Sanchez et al. [14] have proposed a simple feature augmentation method,
where coordinate information is concatenated directly to the vector of descriptor.
Specifically, given 2D-coordinates of a region patch mt = [mx,t,my,t]
T
with a
descriptor xt of size D, which in our case corresponds to CNN features, and the
patch scale σt, where the image is of size H and W, we augment the dimension
of the descriptor by 3, resulting in a new vector xˆt ∈ RD+3 as follows:
xˆt =

xt
mx,t/W − 0.5
my,t/H − 0.5
log σt − log
√
WH
 (1)
Thus, it accounts for location information of each region implicitly in the
feature vector, rather than explicitly dividing regions and generating separate
representations. The obvious benefit of this approach is the simplicity of its
implementation.
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As an additional experiment, we implement this method to CNN features
with reduced dimensionality, and compare its performance to our proposed
model. The best-performing set of parameters as in our model was employed;
256-dimension CNN features with 4 clusters, but no spatial pyramid. Thus, fea-
tures are augmented to 259-dimension, and the resulting final representation
becomes 259 × 4=1036 dimensions, roughly a quarter of the dimensionality of
conventional CNN features.
4.4 Additional Setup 2: Ours + CNN (Whole)
We also examine a combination of our method with the conventional approach,
in which CNN features are extracted from the image in its entirety. CNN features
extracted in the conventional approach are holistic features, so to speak, whereas
our model is more concerned with specific objects in sub-regions, taking their
location into consideration. Thus, the motivation is to take into consideration
both generals and particulars of the images.
For CNN features in conventional approach, we extracted activations from
second fully-connected (fc7) layer of 4096-dimension with VGG-16 network trained
on ImageNet using Caffe framework [27]. For our model, 256-dimensional CNN
features with 4 clusters and spatial pyramid up to level 2 were employed. Com-
bining the two adds up to 9216 dimensional vector per image.
4.5 Evaluation
Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the results from our model and previous works,
with various combinations of parameters. We tested the performance on a num-
ber of widely used evaluation metrics, including BLEU, METEOR [28], Cider
[29], and perplexity. Apart from perplexity, which is calculated from the inverse
probability of the words, all metrics give higher score for better results. Note
that the scores for CNN features following the conventional approach are from
our own experiment under the same condition for fair comparison, and other
papers have reported varying, sometimes higher results with variations in their
methods, although these varying scores are mostly in a close range. Although
enhancing the performance of LSTM is out of scope of this paper, it is an ac-
tive research area, and replacing our LSTM with more advanced versions is very
likely to boost the overall performance of all models.
Most of the variations attempted achieve performances very close to CNN
features, especially with the best-performing combination outperforming CNN
features at BLEU-4. Note that BLEU-4 is computed from higher-order of n-
grams than others, and is thus frequently employed as the primary source of
evaluation metric [2,30], since it is considered to better-indicate the overall se-
mantic similarity. It thus shows that accounting for local objects as in our model
enhances the overall semantic accuracy.
Other evaluation metrics generally agree with BLEU. Overall, 256-dimensional
CNN features with 4 clusters up to level 2 and 3 resulted in best performance.
In all cases, models with spatial pyramids outperform those without, ceteris
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Table 3. Performances of each model on BLEU.
CNN Dim. Cluster SP Lev. Total Dim. BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
CNN (whole) N/A N/A 4096 62.0 42.4 28.0 18.7
256
4
1 1024 60.7 41.0 27.3 18.4
2 5120 61.3 41.4 27.5 18.9
3 8192 61.1 40.8 26.9 18.8
8
1 2048 57.7 36.4 22.5 14.6
2 10240 58.5 37.4 23.7 15.5
3 16384 58.9 38.8 24.9 16.5
259 [14] 4 N/A 1036 56.5 35.9 21.9 13.9
Ours+CNN N/A N/A 9216 60.5 41.0 27.1 18.4
Table 4. Performances of each model on Various Evaluation Metrics
CNN Dim. Cluster SP Lev. Total Dim. METEOR Cider Perlexity
CNN (whole) N/A N/A 4096 12.1 62.3 13.45
256
4
1 1024 11.7 56.6 14.02
2 5120 11.9 61.1 13.69
3 8192 11.7 59.7 13.62
8
1 2048 9.6 41.5 14.28
2 10240 10.0 45.1 13.84
3 16384 10.7 47.3 13.73
259 [14] 4 N/A 1036 9.5 40.1 14.30
Ours+CNN N/A N/A 9216 11.1 51.2 13.86
paribus, which demonstrates that paying attention to local elements by dividing
the images into sub-regions is able to reflect more detailed aspects of the images.
Patterns observed in parameter validation in Section 4.2 mostly hold true, with
compact dimensionality and not-too-large number of clusters performing better.
Feature augmentation achieved reasonably high performance, but fell short
of our model. If there are multiple regions covering the same objects, those
regions have close feature vectors as well as close coordinates. Thus, when they
are assigned to clusters, the explicitness of coordinate information is likely to
become subdued to an insignificant extent. This again shows the importance of
explicitly accounting for local objects in image representation.
In order to examine how different our captions are from original CNN fea-
tures, we calculated BLEU score of our model with captions generated from
CNN features as references, which resulted in 59.4/47.9/40.2/35.3. The score
shows that, while both captions feature similar contents, they have considerable
differences in their wordings and in their dealing of details.
4.6 Discussion
Figure 4 shows examples of images and captions generated by our model, CNN
features, and the combination of two, along with ground truth. See Appendix
for more examples.
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Fig. 4. Examples of captions generated by each model, along with ground truth cap-
tions. Captions generated by our model frequently contain description of local, sec-
ondary objects, sometimes with even more details than ground truths.
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Fig. 5. Examples in which captions generated by our model performed poorly. Many
of them hardly included any secondary object and could not benefit much from seg-
mentation by spatial pyramid.
Resulting captions show that our model does capture local, secondary objects
more correctly and frequently than CNN features, often providing more details
than even the human-written ground truth captions. It may potentially have
put us at a disadvantage in terms of performance on similarity-based evaluation
metrics, but it verifies that our model has successfully learned to apply mapping
between local objects and their linguistic correspondences to new images, and
that our motivation of capturing spatial information with spatial pyramid has
succeeded to a plausible extent.
There were indeed cases where our models performed more poorly than CNN
features. Such cases were mostly the ones in which it was hard to find any
component other than main object in the image. Our model often talks about
non-existent secondary object, or, in worse case, incorrectly describes the main
object. As much as it can deal better with particular local objects when they
are present, it turns out to be less efficient when there are no secondary objects
so that segmenting the image into spatial pyramid becomes unnecessary. Figure
5 shows examples of such cases.
Since our model better-deals with local objects, while original CNN features
can handle main objects well, it seems intuitive to combine the two and expect
balanced results. However, their performances on evaluation metrics were slightly
lower than respective models, largely due to their large dimensionality, which
requires more iterations to fully converge. The resulting captions seem to display
somewhat mixed characteristics, slightly leaning more towards captions from
CNN features in terms of contents.
Since applying PCA to our VLAD-coded CNN features from sub-regions not
only reduced the dimensionality but also enhanced the performance, one possible
alternative would be to apply dimensionality reduction to original CNN features
as well, and see whether it retains its discriminative strength. If successful, it
will make the combination of two models more compact and thus more practical.
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5 Conclusion
We introduced a novel method for image representation incorporating spatial
pyramid VLAD to CNN features of sub-regions suggested by selective search, in
order to generate more locally robust image captions. Our VLAD coding of CNN
features, both with and without spatial pyramid, was able to achieve performance
nearly equivalent to CNN features, while having much lower dimensionality,
as little as 3% of its size. We optimized our model via parameter validations,
and learned that combination of low dimensionality after PCA with appropriate
number of clusters yields the best results.
Combining spatial pyramid turned out to enhance performance not only on
evaluation metrics, but in resulting captions dealing well with local objects. Our
model more accurately and frequently accounts for local objects than previous
methods, such as feature augmentation or conventional CNN representation for
the whole image. It frequently dealt with local objects with more details than
even the human-written ground truth captions. Our model did show weaknesses
when there are no local elements so that spatial pyramid is hardly necessary,
but a more balanced combination with conventional CNN features is likely to
complement mutual weaknesses of respective models.
Since spatial pyramid has pre-determined division of cells that may not al-
ways correspond to the ideal localization of objects in the image, it may be
helpful to build a spatial pyramid in which the size and location of the cells
are determined by the results of region proposals followed by non-maximum
suppression. This topic will be our immediate future work.
Also, since we exclusively dealt with the representation part of the image cap-
tioning task, a novel approach to tackle the generation part of it would naturally
be of interest.
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